
Comments of people that have read the book

I just could  not  put the book down.  It  was highly

entertaining and very touching in its obvious honesty

If you were within reach right now I would give you

a well deserved hug.

Harald Tilgner......Chilliwack, BC.

I have been reading your book and my eyes and

nose are running from laughing so hard.  This is a great

book.

Virginia Prowell ........Oregon, USA

I think Rolf did an excellent job, my only

disappointment was when it ended.  Although nobody had

any money back in those days, it was a drastic culture

difference and I realize now we were not poor. 

Bev Shand.....Coquitlam, BC.
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Dad has already read the book and really enjoyed

it.  He is quite a critic, and if he said that it was good, then

it is a good book.

Nancy Doheny.......Palm Springs, CA.

When I first opened the book, I could not stop

reading.  It`s so exciting to see how you describe your

immigration to Canada. 

Your book is simply great, filled not only with good

and funny things, but it also shows us some scenes from

the opposite side.  Simply a true story.

Donat Weiler.......Ochtendung, Germany

A truly interesting and engaging story of a harsh

world as seen through the innocent eyes of a young boy.

The story follows him through to adulthood and the

realization of his childhood dream  A great read

Karen Dykes.......Richmond, BC
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Tell Rolf we read his book and thoroughly enjoyed
it, but Ted went and loaned it out and now can not get it
back.

Sarah Pringel............Agassiz, BC.

Also I really enjoyed your book, Rolf, have loaned it
to several friends they all enjoyed it

Arlene Carey .........Surrey, BC.

I just finished reading your book, and enjoed it very
much, it is well written, and I hope many North Americans
get to read it, so they finally learn what we went through.

Ted Mellenthin .......... Mission, BC.

I am an employee in a gift shop in Rosedale where
we have your book for sale.  I have read it and absolutely
loved the ending I am so glad that you could honestly say
how barbaric the Roundup is.

Anne-Mari Reed ........Yarrow, BC.
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